Qualitative theory of compartmental systems with lags.
Dynamic models of many processes in the biological and physical sciences give systems of ordinary differential equations called compartmental systems. Often, these systems include time lags; in this context, continuous probability density functions (pdfs) of lags are far more important than discrete lags. There is a relatively complete theory of compartmental systems without lags, both linear and non-linear [SIAM Rev. 35 (1993) 43]. The authors extend their previous work on compartmental systems without lags to show that, for discrete lags and for a very large class of pdfs of continuous lags, compartmental systems with lags are equivalent to larger compartmental systems without lags. Consequently, the properties of compartmental systems with lags are the same as those of compartmental systems without lags. For a very large class of compartmental systems with time lags, one can show that the time lags themselves can be generated by compartmental systems without lags. Thus, such systems can be partitioned into a main system, which is the original system without the lags, plus compartmental subsystems without lags that generate the lags. The latter may be linear or non-linear and may be inserted into main systems that are linear or non-linear. The state variables of the compartmental lag subsystems are hidden variables in the formulation with explicit lags.